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1) INTRODUCTION 

The Fur Collar was designed for being made from woven or knitted pelt-like fabric instead of actual 

animal-hide, but to still generate a result that looks professional enough to have the untrained eye 

fooled. Begetting such look is here-in achieved by exercising finishing methods akin to those of actual 

pelt, yet making ideal use of the characteristics of cloth-fabric during the construction process, All done 

without needing to go beyond the capabilities of a regular household sewing machine. 

 

2) ELABORATION 

There are seven equal-sized trapezoid pieces to be cut in order to make this collar, all directing the 

material’s nap toward their central axis, so when combined, all hairs should fall into each other, giving a 

downward flow in both front and back, successfully hiding all the seams, while adjusting perfectly 

around the shoulders. 

To bolster credibility hemlines are folded inwards to serve as facing, which gradually rolls the hair over 

the edges of the collar, but also produces some unusually looking patterns. Getting these jagged seams 

to connect is probably the most difficult part of the collar’s assembly, but with some practice and 

patience, the result will definitely pay off. 

The explained procedure is also extra suitable for shorter hair pelts (1 to 3 cm), which are easier to 

handle, yet generally tend to show unsightly seams.  To counter such impediments, I highly advise 

shaving away hair on the seam allowance (a definite perk of textile) to achieve near to flawless 

connections. Of course, any kind of faux-fur should serve well for this project. 

 

3) REQUIREMENTS 

Sewing machine, needle and thread, iron and board, electric hair trimmer, scalpel, faux fur (35*150cm), 

satin lining, heavy cotton interfacing, dust mask, dust-buster, scotch-tape, comb, closure hooks. 

 

4) PATTERNS 

Copy these on folded pattern paper (of the stronger kind), making sure you have a symmetric piece1 

and both left and right pieces of all the others.  

This collar should fit most average sized people well. For large or petite sizes, rescale these pieces with 

either 90 or 110 percent. (the later would impede on A4 printing though) 
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5) INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 Cut the pieces and copy them on pattern paper. Make sure you have all 7 individual pieces before 

proceeding. Piece1 has to be cut on paper fold.  

 Pin all 7 pieces on back of fur, alternating placement towards top and bottom to save material, 

continually making sure the pattern’s directional arrow goes downwards with the direction of the 

hairs of the fur. 

 Duct-tape the pieces fixed, and gently trace with knife, softly pressing the scalpel through the 

duct-tape, cutting the fur's backing but not the actual hairs. (figure1) 

 Remove pattern pieces and gently retrace cut-lines with scalpel until the pieces can be torn apart 

(figure2) 

 Use a hair trimmer to shave away any hair within the seam allowance (grey area on pattern) giving 

you clean seams to work with. (figure3) 

 Comb hairs inwards, away from the seam, and fixate with duct-tape. (figure4) 

 Starting with piece 1, baste together seam A with left (or right) piece 2. Make sure the corners in 

the jagged seam-line connect! 

 Stitch over baste, press open seam with thumb, use crotch-stitch to hand-fix the seam open. 

 Repeat for all other seams, gradually adding pieces towards the front of the collar.  

 Remove all duct-tape, comb the hair downwards over the seams. 

 Cut pattern pieces short over ‘foldline’ and duct-tape them together recreating the collar in paper. 

 Cut combined collar pattern from interfacing, leaving no seam allowance. (this is done to weigh 

down the collar, making it fall more realistically. I found a decent poppeline to work really well). 
 Cut combined collar pattern short over dotted ‘facing’-line.  Cut once from lining (in bias), with 

seam allowance (about 1 cm)  
 Cut the current pattern even shorter by taking off the fur seam allowance along the edge, and cut 

this new piece once from interfacing, leaving no seam allowance. 
 Pin small interfacing piece central on large interfacing piece, and zigzag both together.   
 Pin combined interfacing central on back of collar and cross-stitch in place. (figure5) 
 Fold over the fur sticking out from the interfacing so that the fur’s seam aligns with the edge of the 

small interfacing. Press flat with thumb and cros-sticth in place. (figure6) 
 Use a backstitch to securely close the corners at the ends of the collar facing (marked on pattern 

by dotted line) 
 Steam-iron the seam of the lining inwards. Pin lining on collar placed neatly covering the shaven 

seams. Fixate along the facing using a tiny back-stitch. (figure7) 
 Comb the whole collar and sew on closure hooks (figure8) 

As you see, this is quite a work. Of course you are free to use the patterns any way you want. This is the 

way I do it. 
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6) PHOTOGRAPHS 
 

 
Figure 1 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 

 

 
Figure 4 

 
Figure 5 

 

 
Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

 
Figure 8 

 

 

7) APRECIATION 

For questions and comments visit http://www.opusrelinque.net/2011/05/01/fur-collar/.  

If you want to express your thanks, please do so by telling more people about the blog (now also found 

on facebook, so go ahead and like+share).  

Whilst visiting, feel free to click some ads, they are getting more interesting each day. 

And don’t forget to submit a picture of your results! 

http://www.opusrelinque.net/2011/05/01/fur-collar/

